
What is the Deeper Purpose of the Coronavirus Pandemic,  
How will it Effect Humanity And What is it Leading Up To 

Introduction
It should be obvious to everyone by now that the coronavirus pandemic cannot be stopped as it 

spreads around the planet and hits all nations and the entire human race. Dr Richard Hatchet, one of the 
world’s foremost experts on such viral diseases said (on the UK Channel 4 News) that he expects 50 to 70% 
of the world population to be effected by the virus, and up to 40 million and more people to die from its 
effects (And once again we need to remember that no one ‘dies’, and that everyone has to leave their 
physical body at some time, and as it is said by wise people ‘the greatest tragedy is not ‘death’ but not Living
as a true Human Being should Live’). This virus differs from other such viruses (like Sars, etc) in that it 
spreads so quickly and in a way that is very difficult to predict. One moment a few people have the virus and 
the next hundreds have it, and the next moment whole cities or towns have to go into lockdown (like in 
China, Milan in Italy, etc, etc). He also says that this virus will not last for a few months but for a much 
longer period of time due to the above situation. Since the great danger of this virus spread is via crowds 
(medium to large numbers of people in one specific area) it is only a matter of short time before schools, 
universities, businesses (especially multinational headquarters (IT, banks, stock exchanges, etc, etc), airports,
airlines (already losing more than $100 billion ++), sporting events (soccer, rugby, cricket, athletics, boxing, 
the Tokyo Summer Olympics, etc, etc), cruise ships (now on lockdown and going down the tube), 
conferences (of all sorts), political events (etc, etc, etc) have to shut down. What is going to happen when 
this occurs? It is beyond all human imagination. Imagine all the US Presidential candidates having to give up
all their events – no more hearing Trump give his stupid deceptive speeches to his dead-brained followers 
(what a great relief), but also Bernie having to give up his inspiring events. The whole human world coming 
to a literal standstill as all ‘gatherings of people’ have to be stopped – political, economic, business, travel, 
tourism, sports, religious (churches, etc, etc), education (schools/universities, etc), festivals, conferences, etc,
etc. This IS going to occur because the human race has reached ‘peak corruption point’ (in every area of 
human activity and living) and this will no longer be tolerated by Those who Guide this Planets evolution. 
Thus the Coronavirus (‘Corona’ has two interconnected symbols – firstly the Corona as the aura around the
crown Centre, symbol of Spirit/Higher Consciousness, and second the corona of the Sun, representing the 
lower self/ego, which has become so out of alignment with the Corona/Spirit/Right Living that this can no 
longer be tolerated). Now we know that many people will say we (and others like us) are talking nonsense 
and that the above will not and cannot occur, but it IS going to occur, so people had better get ready and 
prepared for this coming Peak Purposeful Crisis  .   Here are some examples of the cause and effects of the 
coronavirus:

* The cause of the virus was from a ‘wet’ market in China. ‘Wet’ markets are where all sorts of live animals 
are kept/imprisoned (not only in China but all over Asia). They are run by Asian mafia’s. China has closed 
20,000 such ‘wet’ markets in China. These animals are then killed in these markets and eaten by people. This
includes bat and snake soup (yes, and with the bat still in the soup). Every sort of animal you can think of are
imprisoned in these markets (monkeys, snakes, cats, dogs, donkeys, rats, birds, many wild animals, including
protected species, etc). The virus ‘jumped’ from a fruit bat to a civet cat to a human (All such viruses ‘jump’ 
from such animals to humans, including ebola and sars. Despite this fact these ‘wet’ markets still operate all 
around Asia. See the Australian TV Documentary series ‘60 Minutes’ for one of these disgusting markets in 
Bangkok. Mother Nature is now taking its revenge and many Asian people are going to be hit by the virus 
and ‘pass on’. What we do to the animal kingdom we do to ourselves).
* 300,000 schoolchildren are already being forced to stay at home (in Italy, China, etc, etc). Many millions 
more to follow (Families will thus be forced to communicate and co-create more openly and wisely and 
lovingly. Modern day education is in any case brainwashing children to become ‘good economic citizens’ 
and thus join the already ignorant, fucked up, selfish society. Many children will be delighted to stay home 
and get involved with more constructive educational creative activities, including gardening, growing 
organic produce, cooking healthy meals, etc. Crises leads to good things).
* The WHO (World Health Organisation) says that the coronavirus pandemic is a far worse crisis than global
terrorism (Dr Richard Hatchet says that the nations and humanity and all humans are now in a literal ‘war’ 
situation as they face the rapid spread and effects of this virus. Every section of humanity from A to Z will be
hit by it and no one can escape from it. Even the 1% billionaires and their corporations and military 
industrial complexes and Governments cannot avoid it. If you are in connection with other humans you are
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in connection with the virus. It will especially seek out those humans who abuse the human and animal 
kingdoms. Viruses are ‘alive’ - they have ‘instinctive intelligence’ ).
* Hong Kong (and Milan, etc) is/are literally at a standstill. Streets and shopping malls near-empty. 
Everyone wearing face masks (Face masks by the way do not protect one from the virus). Many more 
cities/towns to follow. The economic effects will be devastating. Beyond imagination. Many businesses that 
sell products that are not necessary for basic ‘right wise’ living will go in.            
* China produces 20% of the global manufacturing output (of literally everything from the largest to the 
smallest item). The ‘import-export’ business of China and the US and World will be hit to the extreme 
degree.  Many US and EU corporations have their main factories in China (including Apple/Tesla/etc) and 
these are at a standstill, and a huge economic depression is around the corner. The US imports 90% of its 
clothing and shoes from China. Car/plane/train/bus/ship/etc/etc parts are produced in China. And so.......?
* Sports. Modern day sporting events (including the Olympic Games, World Soccer/Rugby/Athletics, etc) 
are all financed by multinational corporations, who ‘control and dictate’ these events. Corruption in all these 
events is rife ++ (It is largely men who are in ‘control and corrupted’. As for the way these male dominated 
events and men abuse women re prostitution, etc – totally out of control. It also encourages women to sell 
their bodies and souls to such men and to money and fame). Many of these ‘sport stars’ are spoilt multi-
millionaires who care naught about the greater good.  All these mass crowd events will have to end as the 
virus takes over. Many people (mostly men) are completely attached to these sports (Business and sports and 
sex are the mainstay of most boy-men, and more and more girl-women have joined in this form of subtle 
escapism re soccer/rugby/boxing/etc. This is a major abuse of the deeper purpose of sports as in the original 
Greek Olympic Ideals of honour, service, humility, and right relationship to LIFE, the Gods and Humanity. 
What will these boy-men and girl-women do when these sporting events close down? Attachment to ‘sports’ 
as a form of escapism from deeper Life is still attachment to illusion).
* The Coronavirus has been ‘let loose’ by the Forces of the divine Underworld (who – at depth – serve the 
Gods of the Overworld) to bring all this corruption and abuse and escapism to a required end. TIME for 
humans to grow Up and to become real Humans and real Men and Women, and to become real Partnerships 
and Families and Communities. It is either the choice between a 3rd World Nuclear War or the War against 
human ego-thinking-emoting-living. It is not a war against the Coronavirus. It is a war against human-ego 
ignorance, fear, arrogance, corruption, abuse, etc. Be AWARE of This. Do not let the ignorant 
politicians, media, medical profession, blood family and friends convince you otherwise, for the vast 
majority of these ego-based humans think and are brainwashed to believe that it is a war against the 
coronavirus. It is NOT. The Coronavirus has been ‘let loose’ (as a modern day Plutonic Krakon – see the 
film The Clash of the Titans) to force humanity back>forward to its original Purpose on Earth. Those 
humans who realise this and Change Accordingly (and this needs to be a radical Life-Change) will be 
‘protected’ - those humans who continue to brainwash themselves and remain ‘selfishly ego-corrupted’ (and 
thus too complacent) will not be protected. TIME TO WAKE UP. And, by the way, turning back to the old 
outdated man-made religions will do one no good whatsoever. GOD is not fooled or mocked. GOD is not 
an idiot.  The human ego is an idiot that ‘projects’ its fears and stupidity on to GOD and thinks that GOD is 
fooled.             

Imogen’s Pisces Full Sun-Moon Meditation and What She Received re the Above 
On the evening of Pisces Full Sun-Moon (Monday evening at 7.50 pm in Johannesburg) I (Imogen) 

asked in meditation for information/guidance on the above topic. Here is what I received in meditation. 
* ‘The coronavirus is going to hit 60% of the world population (The world population is 7.7 billion. So 
work out what 60% is – about 4 billion or so people. The ‘death’ toll of this virus according to a Chinese 
virus Professor is one to every 100 people effected. Many people are going to ‘pass on’ to more subtle 
realms, especially older people and people who are already diseased and whose immune systems are down. 
Remember – no one ‘dies’ and leaving an old or diseased body is often a blessing in disguise).
* The main factors why this virus is striking humanity is because the people of the world have become 
corrupted by modern living. Ignorance, fear, selfishness, greed, inhumanity, deceit, cruelty (to all the 
kingdoms of the earth), corruption, criminality, war, etc have taken over human consciousness and living. 
Humans have desecrated living creatures, abusing them so much that we have unleashed a malevolent 
nightmare of our wickedness, the result of which is the coronavirus (See in a later section of this article as 
to what such a virus really is. It is not the fault of the virus itself – the virus is an automatic manifestation of 
human cruelty and wickedness. ‘Wet’ animal markets are evil to the utmost degree, but so is war, selfish 
greed-ridden corruption, and indeed complacency. ‘Evil flourishes when good men and women do nothing’).
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* This crisis will force humans to radically re-value and re-assess their lives, and radically change their
way of thinking and relating and living.
* Economically it will result in a major long term recession (= a depression). Many economic infra-
structures will be hit. The technological world will become very restricted – IT, smart phones, transport 
(air/ship/bus/train), travel will all be heavily hit and come under severe restriction. Manufacturing will thus 
too come under similar restriction (via the virus) and this will hit the global economy to a massive extent.
* People who live in rural communities (not city dwellers) will fare the best. People will need to grow 
their own organic produce and ‘live simply’ and not depend upon eating meat.
* The care of our planet – being true custodians of the earth – has become so far removed from most 
humans that this must be rectified. Humans need to live in accord with these fundamental principles 
otherwise humanity is doomed (and thus the virus, etc, etc, etc).
* Eat the fruits of the Sun. Vegetables that are rich in iron (Vit D is very important – the Sun’s Rays, 
plus Vit D supplements, plus Vit C, B and E). Use rosemary, sage, teatree, lavender, eucalyptus 
essential oils (with water in spray bottles) as anti-septic/anti-viral protectors.
* Besides the coronavirus there will be more floods, wildfires, earthquakes, hurricanes, etc that are 
part of the ‘cleansing’ process of the earth and humanity (and thus the closing down of the Age of 
Pisces).                

The Coming (very soon) Economic Meltdown and the Birth of a Whole New Economic System   
The coronavirus (+++) will hit the global economy to a massive degree and bring it down. The 

pandemic virus is the destined ‘pin’ to prick open the huge debt of the nations and the globe, and this debt is 
a direct manifestation of this old, outdated, greed-ridden and corrupted economic system. This meltdown 
and depression will be far worse than in 1929 or 2008 because of the above pandemic effects and also 
because of the massive global debt (around $250 trillion. US national debt is at $23 trillion and rising, but all
the nations have a huge debt crisis). The US Federal Reserve is printing trillions of dollars to prop up the 
banks and US economy, which only raises the US and global debt and lowers the value of the US$. This is 
all leading to the coming meltdown. Put the pandemic and the economic meltdown together (plus all the 
natural disasters occurring around the planet re floods, wildfires, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, tornadoes, 
locust plagues, etc) and can anyone really imagine what is going to occur as a result? So is this just a huge 
terrible hellish disaster that cannot be stopped and is bad, bad, bad? 

We have over time sent you the prophesies from Revelations (New Testament), the Prophesies of 
Thoth (the Egyptian God of Learning, Wisdom and Communication) and from the Arcane Teachings of the 
Tibetan Master DK, all of these Ancient Wisdom Prophesies predicting very similar events for the ending of 
the Age of Pisces and the dawning of the Age of Aquarius. And yet we bet that many people (including many
who receive these Newsletters) do not really believe these Prophesies. Well the coronavirus pandemic and its
huge collective, national and social (and thus too personal)  consequences should now get people Thinking 
about these Prophesies, and what they entail for the present>future, and for all humans. An economic 
meltdown of itself will not hit the super-rich and rich (they often get richer as a result – since 2008 the super-
rich have got around $21 trillion richer) but no one can escape the coronavirus pandemic. There is nowhere 
to run, for the virus can spread everywhere and whenever and however. Combined with an economic 
meltdown and collapse there is no escape for anyone. And that is the deeper Purpose of this virus. It should 
be noted that according to the esoteric teachings viruses (etc) are living elementals – microscopic entities 
with a life and purpose of their own, and in a sense these viruses arise from the underworld (= Pluto/Lord of 
the Underworld. Thus too the virus of HIV/AIDS). We shared in a past newsletter about the Greek myth of 
the hero-warrior Perseus, which includes the release of the underworld monster the Krakon by Pluto (as 
ordered by the Gods). Well its looks like the Coronavirus is the modern-day Krakon. But the Koran was 
released because the human race has deviated so far from its centre and its real purpose that there was no 
other way to force the human race back to its Centre and Purpose outside of releasing the Krakon (The other 
day on UTube a US vet-soldier who has become a sort of whistle-blower admitted that the US military is not 
really interested in winning wars. It is only interested in fighting more and more wars. Why? Because the US
military (airforce/navy/etc) is a volunteer career-based military – its members [from Generals to Privates] are
career soldiers, and their career is to fight wars, so they instigate wars all over the planet without any 
legality re the UN Charter or International Law or the Geneva Convention. US Administrations and the 
military are not interested in any Laws – they have become a law unto themselves. This = evil as tens of 
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millions of people, largely black/brown-skinned, from poor weak countries, have been killed, many 
thousands maimed, millions, wounded, many driven insane, millions displaced, etc. The US is an evil rogue 
state. It is not a democracy, or a civilised Christian-based nation. The coronavirus is going to devastate the 
USA. Millions are going to die. Its economy will go into meltdown. The Gods have had enough – the 
Krakon has been let loose. The reaping is here. Not the fault of the coronavirus – the fault of humans.

Another example. Many people know about ex-president Zuma (of S Africa) and the Gupta brothers 
and their huge scale corruption in which they stole trillions of Rand from the people of SA. But what people 
do not realise is that in order for this to occur it required equal corruption from banks, financial institutions, 
lawyers, advertising agencies, etc, etc, and most of these corrupted people are ‘white-skinned’ and also 
‘brown-skinned’ (Indians/Asians). Of course the ‘white’ folk of SA blame the ‘black’ folk  (Zuma/etc) for 
this corruption and destruction of the SA economy (and poverty, crime, etc) and continue the apartheid era 
‘projection’ game (Go to UTube ‘Andrew Feinstein’ - to see/hear about this wholesale corruption). BUT this 
is the way the whole market force capitalistic system works.  Corruption and downright evil is endemic to 
this human-ego economic social system.  Coronavirus has emerged from the underworld to bring it down. It 
cannot be stopped. It is spreading its tentacles everywhere. It is NOT the fault of Coronavirus – tis the fault 
of humans. Give the Coronavirus a break. Give Lucifer a break. Do not give this human-ego evil system and 
way of life a break. Its time is up. It is going down and out. 60% to 70% of humans to be hit. One in each 
hundred to ‘die’ . Plus the economic meltdown, plus natural disasters. All predicted by the Christ, etc. 

Choice – either Live as Humans Are Supposed to Live or ...Evil (Live - spelt backwards).  And if one
chooses To Live this requires Radical Change – it requires listening to ones Inner Voice and not to the outer

voices of family and friends and religions and politicians and media      
     .     

        

  

 

      


